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The Modified TV Commercial Is More Effective
The modified Couch-television execution"communieateS!'lil!message~that'se~O'nd"'hând smoke is bad,
that it is harmful, that it can.causea varietyofdiseases. Tlfê-eomrnercial.is pereeived bysome youth
as remindirig them tO' be aware oftheir surroundings generally, and with respeet.to second-hand
smoke in particular.
Sorne smokers, particularly in Montreal, believe the message is to reject smoke, and by extension, tO'
reject smokers. They object to this message because they say they do not tum away from their
friends, or someone they are interested in, just because they smoke.
The teens did not make any particular link between the acronym S.S.D.s and S.T.D.s. in either
English or French (M.C.F.s and M.T.S.s).
There is still sorne confusion as to the story being portrayed at the beginning of the commercial, at
least partially.because there is not.a great deal of emphasis(initially) on the smoke. However, the
music and the scene .serve tO' get the attention of the viewer., It tends . tobe.thec'back-end' of the
commercial which clearly communicates the key message about second-band smoke:
There is sO'meinformation in the commercial. The rolling list of diseases communicates that there is
a variety of diseases that.are linked to seGO'nd-hand-smQk@..~,Whileteenssayth@;y. knew suoh links
existed, they did not have a clear idea of whatthe specifie diseases are. -Similarly; the line 'Health
Canada says it can kill 'ois perceived to be a strong line that reinforces the-message-that a variety of
diseasesare linked tO' second-head smoke.
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It should also be noted that teens in Montreal tended to reject the use of the word 'causes', in the
context of linking second-hand smoke wi th different diseases. They tend not to believe that there is a
causal relationship, particularly since they believe that a variety of different sources can lead to each
of the diseases named.
The English line 'Don't be a target' does not resonate weIl with teens, as they say it isdifficult NOT
to be a target when they are around friends who smoke. They clearly will choose to be with friends
rather than choose to walk away from them just because they are smoking, particularly in a social
situation like a party. The French version of the li ne 'Vous sentez-vous viser?', which is phrased
more as a question, seemed to work better. It was perceived less of an order, and more thoughtprovoking.

The Revised Outdoor Ads Work Weil To Tie The Campaign Together
Teens responded weIl to the revised outdoor ads which appear to consist of a series of ads which will
depict a variety of second-hand smoke diseases. NO't only does this tie the outdoor campaign tO' the
TV, it is perceived to be informative in its own right. Teens seem to want to know which diseases
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